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About This Game

Sokoban Land DX is a 2D top-down puzzle game with colorful graphics and relaxing soundtrack, based on the classic Sokoban
style games with some new improvements over the original and a few adventure elements.

You'll need to push boxes to the right places to open the gate and go to the next level. You'll be able to play in single-player
mode controlling 1 or 2 characters at same time, or in local co-op mode with a friend changing modes on the fly during levels

the way you prefer. Each player can undo their last move, but if you get stuck, you can restart the level whenever you want and
there isn't limited movements or timers, so you can do all at your own pace.
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Title: Sokoban Land DX
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)

English
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So, I got on a trash can and got launched into skybox. Then, I landed on a flat. Pretty cool
7.5/10 Music was pretty nice. Z-Exemplar is a oldschool with new tech horizontal shumup, that is a facinating game with
oldschool graphics, so lets start, ui is amazing, controls feels natural as living, main menu? the best, loading screens that take a
split second are also incredible, probably a r-type game in gameplay perspective, there is a progressive system, I'm not the
biggest fan of that, but its just so great finishing a map and adding a conquest flag in a new planet, there is something satisfying
about hearing the awesome z-exemplar win sound gfx that is just perfect, I have no clue why I like all that much oldschool
games mixed wiith new technology, but if you are looking for that, this is a absolutely must have, it also includes the option to
disable oldschool special effects if you are looking for that, but for me, it seems its a better experience playing with the
oldschool mode activated.

+hard
+awesome soundtrack
+amazing controls
+outstanding pixel art graphics
+great main menu

10\/10. At $15, there's not enough content. I suppose a few completionist types would enjoy it, but it's not for me.

I like the art, but it's too sparse, and that's a shame as the art is the best part of the game.

The writing is almost good.

The biggest downside is that the game is a serious grind and there's a timing mechanic that serves no purpose.

If it's on sale at $5, grab it up.. This is an absolutely awesome game and I really love it!. Pretty fun game. It has great potental.
The night time is pretty intense. It dispensed Vertexes 100/10. No ... just no.

Absolutely not!. The Trilarians unfortunately suck. Not because they're not good. In fact, they have a pair of very useful bonuses
(extra speed on both tactical and strategic maps + extra effectiveness on Ocean planets) with zero downsides in terms of racial
traits. But that's just it: they're boring. EXTREMELY boring.

How one can make Cthulu-esque fish people boring is kind of amazing actually. They simply need some extra traits that make
them genuinely unique. For example, make their beacons act as warp gates, so they can warp around the map ignoring starlanes
really early and even into neutral\/enemy territory, but have them cost 1 BC per turn instead of zero. Have extra effects for all
Trilarian workers when in any "aquatic" biome (Swamp, Terran, Ocean, or Gaia) but have major penalties when in any non
aquatic biome (Volcanic, Desert, Barren, Arid et cetera), thus incentivizing terraforming into aquatic biomes. Let them gain
immunity from space monsters . . . something.

As it is, you'll probably get them anyway if you pick up the 3-pack on extra races, which is recommended. But if you're thinking
of picking them up individually,don't. They're just . . . lame.. Supported communism, told off it's haters, got blacklisted, and
still got an Oscar winning movie.

12\/10
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Try now! this digital comic comes with perfect music!
Feel the esthetic of the 50's blessings with 80's style!
Get your animal mask that represents your murderous personality!

you can get all of them just for $29.99! (tax included). Short and pleasant, Whispers of a Machine breathes new life into the
P+C genre with the augmentation mechanic, something that I think worked well but could be tweaked, expanded, and improved
in future games.

While the story is a bit on the predictable side and I felt that the dead boyfriend sideplot really did not add much to the game,
the ultra-cool setting and a strong performance by lead actress Ivy Dupler [Unavowed, Lamplight City] make this title well
worth checking out.

This game rewards multiple playthroughs, but you'll burn yourself out if you try to bang them out consecutively. Play it once and
then come back to it again much later for a fresh experience.. After revisiting this game recently with some friends and
enjoying it so much, I felt it would be unfair of me to not leave a review, especially if it helps support a talented indie developer.

The Count Lucanor is a surreal survival horror game that tasks you with exploring an old castle, leaving your own (limited)
candles on the ground to light up an otherwise oppressively dark environment, all the while solving puzzles, avoiding prowling
enemies, and interacting with a cast of intriguing characters that are equally psychotic and entertaining. It's not a particularly
long game, maybe 3-5 hours depending on how thoroughly you explore, but with multiple endings, it lends itself well to replay
value - and even with a single playthrough, the game shines brightly in every category, from the ways your choices can affect the
rest of your playthrough, to the world building and lore, to the Resident Evil-style gradual exploration of a single environment,
and everything inbetween.

The Count Lucanor tells an intriguing tale, with beautiful high-res pixel art animations at key moments throughout the story, and
plenty of genuinely creepy encounters to keep you wondering what's around the next corner. It may not scare you like Amnesia
would, but it wears its horror proudly on its sleeve and delivers a fantastic experience that I would highly recommend to
anyone.. I got this game because it was finally on sale, but even on sale it turned out to not be worth the price. This game is not
worth ANY price. It's buggy, clunky, and a pain to play. The old solitaire PC games from the 90's were better coded and
designed than this and even those games managed to have a bit of charm despite their limitations. This game can't even compare
in any of those aspects, making the $20 price tag here feel like either a joke or a scam.. First off let me state I will change the
recommendation if they fix this game but as it stands right now it is more broken than Goat Simulator (which was at least the
goal of that game).

The hit detection is lacking, the mobs seem to ignore a lot of hits and for what ever reason I get hit by projectiles that are no
where near me or Jake. It also seems Jake can be hit when not being used which is just a detriment to the party and reminds me
of Minnie from the Mickey and Minnie game where if she dies you die.

Also I recommand right now avoiding the Tree Witch as her greatest power is locking the whole game up. She has an attack in
which she sits on you (makes sense she does it to Jake in the show) and you have to quick time out. Except sometimes she does
the attack and the game just locks. Oh you can see the mobs moving around and you can even quit to title but for whatever
reason the quick time event doesn't load and you are just screwed. This has happened to me now 4 times forcing me to lose all
progress and restart the entire level.

As for the game it's Toe Jam and Earl. You are two aliens; searching for space parts. On levels that have holes that you can fall
down to get to the previous level. Gathering presents that you do not know what they do until you use them. Looking for
elevators to get you to the next level. Replace aliens with Finn and Jake. Replace space parts with game artifacts. Replace
presents with spells. Replace elevators with portals. Now you have Fine and Jake's Epic Quest.

You would think this would bother me but frankly Toe Jam and Earl was a great game and if you aren't going to come up with
your own good game at least rip one off.

As I said at the start if you can ignore the bugs and have been looking for a Toe Jam and Earl game skinned as Finn and Jake
then I recommend this game. But until the bugs are fix I can't recommand this game right now.. This is a little bit of a mixed
review as there is a lot to love about the game and a few things that could have been implimented better. First up the story is a
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little confusing in places and the save system could have been better. Gameplay I finished in about 15 hours so for me is
somewhat disappointing as I wanted it to go on. There isnt also much depth to the game sadly either. On the big plus side the
story is where the game shines and the characters are really well done and feel like you can connect to them. I often found
myself laughing or smiling at things and the game really does well at drawing you into the characters. I do wish there had been
more choices though and too few oppertunities to influence that. The controls are easy and simple to use although I do wish for
an ingame pause and the lack of options like sound or screen res isnt a big issue but should have been implimented.

Like I said a mixed review but on sale def get it. I only wish it had been longer and hope for a sequel but sadly I cant see that
happening.. When I bought this game I thought it will be similar, or identic, to Company of Heroes, or Men of War. Happily I
were mistaken. The way Order of War handles some features is unique. I like the unit size and conflict size which is completely
new thing to me when it comes to world war II strategy games. It reminds me of tabletop miniature games like Warhammer 40k,
or Flames of War, where whole unit of tanks or vehicles is controlled.

On the other side there are some things lacking on physics and the game system. Vehicles and infantry could cooperate bit more.
Another thing I would like to see is mechanized infantry using halftracks and stuff like that. Also the role of normal infantry is a
bit lacking, as Infantry automatically starts crawling as they approach the enemy.

When it comes to my final opinion... I like this game. There are definitely ways to improve it, but I give it a good mark.. This
game is just not translated efficiently in english, cannot make it past trough understanding the tutorial, wich is useless since it's
entirely text-based. Asked for a refund.

Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
. lightUP Steam Page:
Hey guys :) what's up?

I have a brand New Developer/Publisher Page here on Steam. It's way easier to concentrate my informations about games and
stuff there. If you want to stay tuned about my games, new releases and updates, please follow me here:

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/lightUP. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :)
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